Extending the team component of the Latimer ethical decision-making model for palliative care
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Background: Each year more than 240,000 Canadians die from terminal and chronic illnesses. It is estimated that 62% of those deaths require palliative care. Palliative care is a specialized domain of health professional team practice that requires discipline-specific knowledge, skills, judgment, and expertise in order to address patient hopes, wishes, symptoms, and suffering. With the emergence of palliative care as a specialized area of interdisciplinary practice, new practice models have also emerged, eg, the Latimer ethical decision-making model for palliative care. The purpose of this research was to undertake a descriptive ethnographic field study of palliative care team practices to understand better the interdisciplinary team communication and the issues that arise when members of different health professions work together as a team.

Methods: Study data were collected by observing and videotaping palliative care team meetings. Data were then analyzed using direct content analysis.

Results: The study findings substantiated many of the team practice concepts outlined in Latimer’s model. Palliative care teams engage in a number of processes that address patient symptoms, suffering, hopes, and plans. However, several new findings also emerged from the data that were not explicit in Latimer’s original model. Teams employed five additional emergent team processes when addressing patient symptoms and suffering while attempting to fulfill patient hopes and plans. Those five team processes included explicating practice norms, leadership, provider assumptions, interdisciplinary teaching, and patient safety.

Conclusion: Although many team processes have been identified by practice models in the literature, there is a need to study the applicability of these models empirically to validate their representation of aspects of team practice.
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Introduction
Palliative care is considered a specialized area of health professional practice. While many practitioners of health disciplines acknowledge its importance, as well as the need for and value of interprofessional teams in this practice context, explicit descriptions of such practice are difficult to find. Interprofessional teams are said to bring differing discipline-specific knowledge, skills, judgment, and expertise and provide a high quality of care aimed at addressing patient hopes, wishes, symptoms, and suffering. Because palliative care involves providing patients and their families with care during the chronic and terminal end stages of disease, there is a recognition that the primary role of palliative care is to enhance the management of the severity and intensity of symptoms (eg, symptom-modifying therapy for pain and reduced function). Consequently, health professional teams working in palliative care settings...
often deal with complex patient and family biopsychosocial and spiritual needs that require the expertise of many health care disciplines, and the need for health care professionals prepared to work effectively in such teams is growing as the population in our jurisdiction ages.

Canada’s population is expected to age significantly over the next 10 years. Current estimates suggest that 16% of Canada’s population will be over the age of 65 years by the year 2010. Indeed, Canada leads the developed world in projected increases in its elderly population by the year 2030. While there continues to be debate about the inevitability of increasing demands for health care with advanced aging, Davies and Higginson state that “if more people live to an older age, and if chronic diseases become more common with age, then the number of people in a population living with their effects will increase. This means that there will be more people needing some form of help towards the end of life”. Palliative care focuses on therapy that relieves suffering and/or improves the quality of life for patients with terminal illness. More than 240,000 Canadians die each year, and it is estimated that 62% of those deaths require access to hospice and palliative care services. The number of deaths in Canada is expected to increase by 33% by the year 2020 to more than 330,000 deaths per year. These estimates regarding the demand for palliative care services may be higher when one considers the demand for such care within the context of managing other chronic illnesses, such as chronic lung disease, chronic heart disease, and debilitating forms of osteoporosis, in addition to cancer.

Historically in Canada, the provision of palliative care has been the responsibility of the patient’s family. In the early 1970s, formalized palliative care services involving health professional teams emerged in teaching hospitals in Winnipeg and Montreal in response to the complexities associated with palliative patient care management. Team meetings represent the primary organizational structure that supports teamwork in health care organizations. Team meetings provide members of each health discipline with the opportunity to meet to develop goals, objectives, plans, and solutions to complex patient care problems. From a health care organizational perspective, team meetings are “the basic prerequisites for collaboration”, and communication and coordination of work.

The success of the team approach in the palliative care setting as a health care delivery mechanism has led to its integration into a variety of health care environments including hospital, community, nursing home, long-term care, free-standing hospice centers, and home care. As a result, palliative care programs now provide patients and their families with a range of services, from pain and symptom management to bereavement and support services for families across Canada.

The emergence of palliative care teams has led to research documenting the value of teamwork in the palliative care setting (eg, improved patient and family satisfaction with care and symptom control). Further to this, palliative care research involving the study of teams has found palliative care teams can reduce length of hospital stay and hospital costs associated with patient care. The use of palliative care teams has thus been advocated as an essential aspect of managing complex palliative care patients and families. Although the cost-effectiveness of team approaches has been demonstrated, the literature continues to describe the challenges associated with achieving positive patient care outcomes using interdisciplinary teams.

Latimer ethical decision-making model

With the emergence of palliative care as a specialized area of interdisciplinary team practice, new models of palliative care practice have also emerged, among them the Latimer ethical decision-making model for palliative care (Figure 1). Latimer’s model suggests that seriously ill patients and their families receive care that “acknowledges the inherent worth and dignity of each person”, and that care should be guided by the ethical principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice, as outlined by Beauchamp and Childress. Therefore, patients are treated as unique individuals who have a right to compassionate care, gentle truth, decision-making autonomy, and physical and psychospiritual care. Latimer’s model recognizes the dynamic nature of palliative care and the complex interplay between patient, family, disease process, and the health care system. Latimer suggests that health professionals need to engage in continual discussion and reflection with the patient and their family in order to provide high-quality palliative care.

The Latimer model has been credited with preventing inadequate communication, physician withdrawal, patient
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labeling, and the provision of poor patient health care. Its emergence in the medical literature has led to its use and acceptance as a guideline for providing palliative care in Canada and the development of several palliative care management tools that aid in the care of terminally ill patients and their families. The model’s success has also led to its adoption as a core underlying framework for the development of continuing medical education, an undergraduate course for educating students from the differing health care disciplines who practice palliative care, and is used in varying health care settings as a practice model by interdisciplinary palliative care teams (eg, hospice and hospital settings). As one of the only explicit models guiding the delivery of palliative care that addresses the context of health care delivery in Canada, the model was employed as a conceptual tool organizing a larger program of research of which this was one component.

Models representing palliative care teams
The Latimer model has been successfully used by palliative care physicians and health professionals. However, little research has explored its use and relationship to interdisciplinary palliative care teamwork. Furthermore, although the Latimer model points to the interdisciplinary team as being the ideal avenue for formulating team goals and providing total patient care (including the physical, emotional, and spiritual), the model does not articulate the specific processes that an interdisciplinary health care team should undertake in providing patient care nor does it specify the disciplinary membership of the team. Similarly, other palliative care models do not specify team processes, eg, the “Square of Care” and Meghani’s model. In summary, many palliative care team models do not specify team processes, membership, or outcomes associated with providing palliative care using interdisciplinary teams. Therefore, there is much to learn about palliative care team composition, processes, functions, and outcomes.

Health care delivery has in general been conducted in ways that encourage interdisciplinary teamwork. The recent focus on this form of practice may be signaling the need to review both the commitment to and accomplishment of interdisciplinary health care teams. Effective interdisciplinary team delivery necessitates that teams coordinate their activities through communication. There is a need to understand whether such team communication processes might be organized and supported in particular ways to enhance care. There is also a need to identify the types of interventions made by team members and the optimal organizational design(s) that would support effective team practice. De Haes and Teunissen point out there are few observational studies of team practice that focus on communication in palliative care and, to date, there are no studies that focus specifically on interdisciplinary communication processes.

Despite the fact that there are numerous conceptual models about teams, there is little research that has looked at how these models translate into real clinical settings. The purpose of our research was to undertake a descriptive field study of team practices within the context of organizational team meetings undertaken in palliative care settings to understand better interdisciplinary team communication and the issues that arise when health care disciplines work together. The specific focus of this study was to explore interdisciplinary communication related to “transitions”. We defined transitions as times during the course of providing care for the patient and family when decisions needed to be taken that have the effect of shifting the focus and/or direction of patient care. Morita et al identify this period as one experienced by most patients and their families as very distressing, and that their distress is largely underpinned by poor communication on the part of the care team.

Methods
The study reported here used field methods consisting of observation and video recording of team meetings to generate data for qualitative analysis. Team meetings were selected as the unit of analysis. Data collected during the team meetings were analyzed using directed content analysis. Directed content analysis involves first coding the data using a model or theory (see Figure 1). In cases where the model or theory does not adequately describe the data, additional qualitative codes are developed, defined, and used to code all subsequent observational and video data. More details about the data analysis are provided in the data analysis section of this paper.

Data sources
Access to two different palliative care teams was negotiated. Applications to the relevant human research ethics boards were submitted and approved. The two palliative care teams (A and B) were audiorecorded and video recorded in two different institutions. Recording was done using a Sony Mini DVD camera mounted on a tripod, as described by Kushniruk and Borycki. All recordings were transcribed verbatim. Team A was located in an inpatient hospice unit, while Team B worked in the outpatient department of an ambulatory cancer agency. Members of Team A met on a daily basis to discuss
patient issues, but the focused team meeting where patients were reviewed in a systematic manner took place once each week and these are the meetings we observed. Similarly, members of Team B met frequently during each week to discuss pertinent patient issues as they arose, but met weekly for a systematic review of current patients, and this was the meeting we observed. Both teams met for approximately two hours, during which time we recorded their discussions.

Team A consisted of a physician, a physiotherapist, team leader (registered nurse), community case manager, counselor, spiritual care provider, and registered nurse. Team B consisted of three physicians (usually two palliative care specialists and a medical oncologist), a team leader (registered nurse), a counselor, and a pharmacist. The number of team members attending observed meetings varied from five to 10 people, and depended on the nature of the discussions (eg, patients who were discussed and involvement of differing interdisciplinary team members). In total, 10 team meetings (four from Team A and six from Team B) were observed and videotaped. Thirty patient cases in total were discussed during the meetings. We did not compare the work of the teams because the differences in the contexts of care (eg, inpatient hospice care versus ambulatory care) did not support such comparisons. Instead, the work of the teams in both settings was taken in total to represent a range of possible ways of accomplishing team-based palliative care.

Data analysis
A thematic analysis of transcribed team meetings was undertaken by three research team members (EMB, CK, MEP) who reviewed the transcripts individually at first, drawing out aspects of the team meetings that were reflected in the Latimer ethical decision-making model. Initially, all transcripts were analyzed using directed content analysis. Key concepts from Latimer’s model, including “patient’s experience”, “the illness”, “patient as person”, “formulating goals of care”, and “considering options”, were used to code the transcripts.

Following this, the three research team members (EMB, CK, MEP) met and reviewed the transcripts coded by each researcher. This allowed the researchers to assess the consistency of the coding of the transcripts according to Latimer’s model. The researchers then examined those parts of the transcript that could not be coded using concepts from Latimer’s model. In cases where new concepts emerged from the data, the researchers discussed the new emergent concepts to obtain conceptual and definitional clarity. Once consensus was reached, the new concept was used in a recursive manner to code all transcripts.

In this analysis, we approached the transcripts as reflecting accounts of the everyday accomplishment of interdisciplinary palliative care team practice. We were particularly interested in determining how the focus of a patient intervention arose out of a team meeting. For example, the analysis involved being sensitive to both the role of those who could lead the team to a particular decision about care, as well as tracing the language used by that person to accomplish a particular outcome, including how other team members aligned with one another to secure, or undermine, particular outcomes. The research team spent a total of 50 hours reviewing, coding, and analyzing the data.

Results
The study findings substantiated many of the team practice concepts outlined in Latimer’s model. It revealed palliative care teams engaged in a number of processes aimed at addressing patient symptoms, suffering, hopes, and plans, as outlined by Latimer, when formulating general and specific patient care goals. Several new findings also emerged from the data that were not explicit in Latimer’s model, including five unique team processes. Those processes included explicating practice norms (including conveying organizational knowledge and negotiation), taking leadership (including focusing, transitioning, and building consensus), exposing provider assumptions, interdisciplinary learning, and patient safety. Figure 2 shows these processes and subprocesses within the context of the Latimer model. These five new or emergent processes with their associated subprocesses are expanded upon below.

Process 1: explicating practice norms
Practice norms refer to ways of doing practice that are often not explicitly documented anywhere and have emerged through the experience of the interdisciplinary team process. Team members employed different strategies that resulted in alerting other team members that there was a “usual” way of proceeding with any sort of group meeting and that members of the team should respect those norms. For instance, we observed that one team had changed their usual format in order to accommodate the research team. Usually, all patient cases would be discussed but, in order to enable the team to focus on key cases and make better use of meeting time (to help the researchers out), it was decided (by a member or members of the team) that only
a few cases would be discussed when the researchers were present. As the example demonstrates, the teams engaged in additional work to accommodate the researchers. While in some research methods such accommodation may be understood as having a negative impact on the validity of the findings, from our ethnomethodological perspective, the accommodation reveals and exemplifies the particular feature of team practice where changes to the norm require a reorienting comment, usually from a team member who assumes leadership for the team process. In this instance, the revision to the usual process to accommodate the researchers was observed to have emerged through discussion as an “understanding” amongst team members. Even so, an exception to both these norms was also discerned, in that if one of the regular team physicians was away, the substitute physician is given more time to enable discussion of all of his/her cases. This observation underlines the ethnomethodological principle that actors engage in conversations that are structured through historical organizational practice and that change, whether planned or temporary to accommodate a research project, is extremely difficult to sustain. Note that all names used in the following scenarios are pseudonyms.

Example 1
MD1: Is John coming?
RN1: No. Steve should be here soon. So we have a few [patients] we need to discuss today.
MD1: We sort of changed our format a bit in that we’re not gonna talk about every patient, and we’re just going to focus on the ones that are important, but for you, feel free to go through all yours
MD2: thanks …

Abbreviations: RN, registered nurse; MD, physician.

A substitute physician would not have the same familiarity with the patient cases that the regular team physicians had. Therefore, to ensure that all patient needs were attended to, the interdisciplinary team allocated additional time to discussing patient cases with a substitute physician. In example 1, the regular team physician (MD1) makes that point clear by telling the substitute physician (MD2) to not feel rushed and feel free to go through all of his or her cases.

Subprocess 1A: conveying organizational knowledge
In a similar way, we observed team members conveying organizational knowledge within team meetings. Conveying organizational knowledge refers to the act of communicating with team members about organizational policies, procedures, and processes for coordinating team activities. The researchers observed that, during team meetings, relevant information about differing organizational policies, procedures, and processes resided with differing disciplines and team members. Each would provide information he or she was aware of that influenced the collective choice of health care services aimed at providing optimal patient care. For example, one discussion involved the use of alternative medications and how patients are not always forthcoming about this.

Example 2
MD: I think people are saying … that about 60 odd percent of people are on alternative medicine but they don’t mention it, some people are now getting more used to the idea that it might conflict with some of the stuff they are getting from a doctor or an oncologist and therefore they are fessing up and saying “I’m taking this a little bit …”
TL: A lot of people assume herbal medicines are harmless because they’re made of herbs … but …

Pharm: There’s actually a database for free here because we have a subscription so anywhere on one of the computers, here you look on the library database, it’s natural medicines comprehensive database and you can look up … what’s clinically known and it will also give you side effects and interactions …

**Abbreviations:** MD, physician; TL, team leader (a registered nurse); Pharm, pharmacist.

In this instance, the pharmacist was aware of the subscription to the database of natural medicines but the rest of the team was not. By conveying that knowledge to the team and indicating that the database could be accessed from any computer by the team, the pharmacist provided the team with information that could promote better patient care.

**Subprocess 1B: negotiation**

Perhaps because interdisciplinary practice norms are not written or explicit, practice norms are liable to be influenced by similarly unclear relationships of power. In cases, where team members disagreed or there was team member role overlap, team members would then engage in team-level negotiation that would facilitate decision-making. The following example illustrates such team-level negotiations. Here, the team is attempting to reach agreement by negotiating about the types of service (that would be provided by interdisciplinary team members to best meet patient needs):

**Example 3**

MD: Even though that happens at family meetings I wonder if a family meeting (is needed). If we could have one tomorrow or the next day and it may then become obvious to him that Friday or Thursday is too soon (to go home) but I wonder if that might be the only way he would realize that?

Couns: What time tomorrow would work for you?

MD: Uh. You’re here until 1? Why don’t we put them in. It’s okay back to back.

Couns: To which back?

MD: How about 11:30? We’ll keep Mr W’s short and then go into the patient.

RN: If we can get the wife to come in.

MD: Yes, hopefully she will.

**Abbreviations:** RN, registered nurse; MD, physician; Couns, counselor.

In the above interchange, a physician and the counselor are trying to identify a time that is mutually agreeable to both parties to conduct a family meeting. The nurse indicates her support for a family meeting by stating she will try to get the wife to come for a meeting at that time.

In this example, the physician’s interest in coordinating a family meeting is facilitated by other team members. The physician gives voice to a concern that had arisen during this team meeting that the patient is hoping to be able to return home, a wish not shared by the care team. The example demonstrates that the physician’s interest in keeping the patient on the unit through the mechanism of a “family meeting” demands work of other team members, such as the nurse who will now have to coordinate the presence of the patient’s wife in order to make this a family meeting.

**Process 2: exposing provider assumptions**

One challenge for palliative care teams is the complexity of patient cases. Palliative care teams also require a significant amount of data to make decisions where patient complexity is high. In our study, interdisciplinary teams used paper-based records. The paper records (in some cases) increased the length of time required to discuss a patient’s case because of inaccuracies in the record and absence of some data. This led some providers to make assumptions (and errors) during interdisciplinary team discussions. The following example illustrates this occurrence well. In the example, a pharmacist has raised a question about a patient’s medication by wondering if a drug should be discontinued because of another drug the patient was taking:

**Example 4**

RN1: Do you have any comments about any of today’s patients that you want to … ???

Pharm: Well, Mrs H-S, I guess, I’m questioning why she’s on TYLENOL 1, that can be discontinued if she’s on oxycodone. SR oxycodone.

MD3: Is she still on it? I don’t think she is, is she?

Pharm: She might be not be using it … prn.

RN1: Yeah, she probably just has it in her cupboard now.

Pharm: And, (another pharm) wrote: “add gabapentin”?

MD1: Yeah, we were, we were going to do that but as I say, she’s 83 years old so we were going along cautiously.

**Abbreviations:** MD, physician; RN, registered nurse; Pharm, pharmacist.

In the above example, both the pharmacist and physician have questioned whether the patient is taking Tylenol 1. However, that question is never actually
answered because RN1 states “she probably just has it in her cupboard now” and then the team moves on to the next issue.

**Process 3: leadership**

The importance of effective team leadership cannot be overstated. In this study, team leadership was observed to have a crucial role in maintaining the focus of the team. Leadership, as a team process, accomplished two key team tasks during meetings, ie, leadership processes ensured meeting boundaries were maintained (eg, meetings were on time and content was covered) and leadership also ensured team tasks were articulated and someone was designated to be responsible for completing patient related tasks (this ensured team task clarity and facilitated task assignment to members of the team). Scenarios 1 and 2 below are illustrative of two occurrences where leadership was used to clarify and assign tasks to team members. The team leader in both examples was a nurse (ie, two different nurses). In both teams, nurses assumed the leadership role.

**Example 5, Scenario 1**

RN5: So what’s the procedure for getting him an oncologist in (Town Y)?

TL: Let the cancer clinic know

MD: The cancer clinic will normally …

RN5: Is that Dr G? … I just phone them and say this is what is happening and deal with it

TL: It’s not our problem

MD: What you need to know is his address in (Town X)

RN5: Okay I’ll do that … and Dr H, is it my responsibility to notify Dr H? He’s also asked me to notify his GP

TL: Yes, just give him a call … and tell him, that’s all you need to notify, call and say it’s [name] from Hospice

**Abbreviations:** RN, registered nurse; MD, physician; TL, team leader.

In scenario 1 described above, the team leader, after assigning the task of obtaining an oncologist to RN5, outlines the procedure for getting an oncologist. She provides RN5 with further guidance about the tasks she must undertake, including calling the cancer clinic and notifying other physicians involved in the patient’s care regarding the referral to an oncologist. In assigning the task, the team leader also sets out the boundaries for the nurse in terms of contact between members of the team and an external group (eg, the cancer clinic) as well as other physicians (eg, the GP).

**Example 6, Scenario 2**

PT: So she doesn’t need a home oxygen assessment then, is that what I’m hearing? Or we’re not sure?

TL: Well you should demonstrate that … her sats are falling then I think we would go to that place … but there’s no point in going there if your test shows that it’s a non-issue

PT: Okay (writes down details)

RN2: (to PT) So [PT name] are you going to do some sats as she goes down the stairs or would you like me to do some as well?

PT: I’ll do it and then I’ll tell you how it looks

**Abbreviations:** RN, registered nurse; PT, physiotherapist; TL, team leader.

In scenario 2 outlined above, the team leader outlines the procedure for determining if an individual requires a home assessment for oxygen. In doing this, the team leader assigns a number of subtasks to the PT that are part of the task of demonstrating a need for oxygen. She makes the PT aware of the boundaries for team member work. In this case, she outlines when the boundary of the team extends to a patient’s home (as there is a need for an oxygen assessment).

**Subprocess 3A: focusing**

The interdisciplinary palliative care teams in our study did make attempts to address immediate and future patient hopes, wishes, symptoms, and suffering. However, we observed that a good deal of discussion in team meetings made reference to organizational processes or activities taking place outside of the team’s sphere of influence that were affecting a patient’s hopes, wishes, symptoms, and suffering. In those instances, a team member or the team leader would focus the discussion back to addressing the patients’ symptoms, suffering, hopes, and wishes within the current organizational context. Here, a team member encouraged the team to move their attention to specific patient’s symptoms (ie, focusing the discussion on the patient’s symptoms) that were originally being discussed before the topic or discussion shifted away to organizational processes that might influence patient care. This was done in order to obtain physician orders for medications that could help alleviate the patient’s symptoms:

**Example 7**

RN: I noticed she is a little less settled … that UTI went up quickly.

TL1: Are you saying you need more orders?

**Abbreviations:** RN, registered nurse; TL, team leader.
In this short interchange we see the registered nurse drawing attention to the sudden emergence of a urinary tract infection. While this is a relevant observation for this healthcare professional to make, the team leader works to bring focus to the observation. The most relevant thing for the patient is not the speed of an infection becoming evident, but tracking down the team member, in this instance the physician, who can write an order for antibiotics to address the infection as quickly as possible.

Subprocess 3B: transitioning
There were many opportunities for wide-ranging discussions about patients during interdisciplinary team meetings. During interdisciplinary team discussions, team leaders and team members needed to determine when a sufficient amount of patient-related discussion had occurred about each patient before moving on to the next patient. As Gersick\textsuperscript{34} notes, a “group” progress was triggered more by members’ awareness of time and deadlines than by completion of an absolute amount of work in a specific developmental stage\textsuperscript{34}. We have found similar processes at work when a team member plays the role of time-keeper and, when sufficient time has been spent on a case, a transitioning comment may effectively and efficiently help the team to change gears and move on:

Example 8
MD: The son of the patient that just died was apparently quite upset at [female patient] for involving herself in their conversation … you know she would chip in and he got quite angry and said ‘if you don’t tell her to shut up I will’, thinks it was a bit rude
Couns: But he had challenges …
MD: Oh sure he did … .
TL: Okay that’s it, room 341 I guess that’s you (to RN2)
RN2: Yes we have [female patient] she is a 77 year old who came to us for pain control that she couldn’t manage at home …

Abbreviations: RN, registered nurse; MD, physician; Couns, counselor; TL, team leader.

In this instance, it is the team leader who effects the transition, moving the conversation from a discussion involving one patient and her family to another. She ends the discussion of one case by stating “okay that’s it” and, naming a room number (“room 341”) and addressing one of the team members (“I guess that’s you [to RN2]”). The team leader effectively transitions to another case. Furthermore, as Gersick notes, the nurse leader may have based this transition on an awareness of time and deadlines rather than on the completion of any particular group activity. Transitioning was also used as a method of moving away from any challenges encountered by the team.

Subprocess 3C: building consensus
Although team members have discipline-specific knowledge and expertise, there is often some overlap with other team members. In our study, if team member opinions differed, there was an attempt to obtain consensus by identifying an approach that would best meet the patient’s needs.

Example 9
Pharm: Well, Mrs. H-S, I guess, I’m questioning why she’s on Tylenol 1, that can be discontinued if she’s on oxycodone. SR oxycodone.
MD3: Is she still on it? I don’t think she is, is she?
Pharm: She might be not be using it … prn.
RN1: Yeah, she probably just has it in her cupboard now.
Pharm: And, another pharm wrote: “add gabapentin”?
MD1: Yeah, we were, we were going to do that but as I say, she’s 83 years old so we were going along cautiously.

Abbreviations: MD, physician; RN, registered nurse; Pharm, pharmacist.

Although we have used this example earlier to illustrate team members’ practices of exposing provider assumptions, it is useful again here to show how consensus is accomplished. It may be helpful here to make a side methodological reference to the fact that when researchers collect large amounts of “naturally occurring” conversation between professionals within a highly focused field such as palliative care, it is often the case that these research materials reveal more than just one theme.\textsuperscript{35}

In this example, the pharmacist questions why the patient is receiving Tylenol 1 in addition to another medication (sustained-release oxycodone). The pharmacist suggests another medication (eg, gabapentin). It may be that the “error” that has been exposed (ie, continuing a prescription for Tylenol 1 that is no longer necessary, given subsequent prescribing actions) needs to be resolved and consensus reached that the plan of care is now agreed to by everyone on the team. In this example, we note that the physician plays this consensus-building role by stating that the team discussed the idea of making further prescriptive changes previously but wanted to be cautious in adding the additional medication because of the patient’s age.
Process 4: interdisciplinary teaching

Another characteristic of interdisciplinary team practice is team teaching. On several occasions, one or more team members would attempt to explain or clarify information presented at the team meeting thereby “teaching” other members of the team.

Example 10

Couns: … but she said she was hungry for the first time, she said she ate tons [Team laughs. They appear happy about what the patient ate]

RN: It’s kind of like true confessions, “I ate this and I drank this”

MD: She just had radiation to her liver for her liver mets … her liver was damaged by metastases and then further damaged by radiation … her serum albumin is 14 which is incredibly low and I think that’s the basis for her leg edema so it probably wouldn’t respond all that well to a diuretic, as a diuretic would drive her sodium down further so we’re in a bit of a tight spot with regard to her feet … .

PT: And in terms of … she’s a fall risk and I discussed that with her just because of her electrolytes and blood pressure and what not … and she’s been telling me she’s been calling [via call bell] and she’s reliable with that …

Abbreviations: MD, physician; RN, registered nurse; PT, physiotherapist; Couns, counselor.

Initially, the physician teaches the team about the impact of the radiation and cancer on the patient’s liver and how it led to leg edema. The physician goes further to teach the team about why the patient wouldn’t respond to a diuretic and how administering a diuretic might negatively affect the patient’s health (eg, drive her sodium down further).

In the next example, a physician team member attempts to teach his colleagues about radiation therapy.

Example 11

MD: … his wife was concerned about him falling, using a walker, it was interesting that she said that every time he had some surgery he seemed to have lost a few brain cells, yeah I think in the past … I’ve seen people with prolonged surgery who don’t seem to be quite as bright after the surgery, whether it was the anesthetic or they were hypotensive for a period of time or whatever …

ROMD: We’re seeing it more and more with chemo but we just didn’t recognize it before either, they are toxic drugs that do affect the brain, “chemo brain” is way more common than we used to imagine, and now that we ask about it we see depression, emotional lability, memory loss, people that can’t do crosswords anymore (…)

MD: I think people are living longer and some of these things take time to manifest … it’s like brain radiation sometimes people become quite demented eventually if they live long enough

ROMD: This, this “chemo brain” is acute, it comes on the first course … I’ve had patients that have been on 5-FU for a week and they started noticing memory loss, emotional changes …

Abbreviations: MD, physician; ROMD, medical oncologist.

Here, the radiation oncologist shares his or her knowledge about the effects of chemotherapeutic regimes on patients. The other physician initially listens to his colleague and adds that these negative effects arise over time, and perhaps can be attributed to the fact that treatments result in people living longer. The radiation oncologist pushes this discussion further by claiming that the cognitive impacts are observed to occur with the very first course of chemotherapy. Such discussions could open up opportunities for team members to learn about the relative value and impact of treatments over time.

Process 5: safety

Safety concerns for drug effects are common topics of conversation within team meetings as seen in the following example:

Example 12

Pharm: She’s still on valproic acid.
MD: Are you sure?
Pharm: [nods] Still on valproic acid, we started at 250 mg three times a day for her … pain …
MD: Jaw pain
Pharm: Uhhm and if we’re going to continue that I wonder if we should start doing liver enzymes? Cause that’s supposed to be monitored … liver and valproate
MD: What are we going to do about it if she has raised liver enzymes?
Pharm: Taper her off, try something else?
MD: [shrugs with small nod] Didn’t we try something else with her previously?
Pharm: [consults paper medicine log] She had … .
MD: Was she on gabapentin for a while?
No, at one point I thought we were doing liquid because her mouth was so small … that was a long time ago so Gabapentin wasn’t … I don’t think that was in the picture at all because of the swallowing.

MD: She had difficulty swallowing?
Pharm: Back then, and it was really sensitive.
MD: Well we can do liver enzymes and see …

**Discussion**

McCallin's notes that “… research explaining how interdisciplinary team members manage their concerns and work together in everyday practice is minimal”. We present our findings then as an empirical contribution to this research base on how team members manage their work together within a particular sociopolitical context, ie, that of one palliative care team working in an inpatient hospice setting and one in an ambulatory pain and symptom management clinic, both located in an urban setting in Western Canada. Taking McCallin’s view that what is applicable in one “country” may not be transferable, the findings from this pilot study offer only the beginning of an understanding of how interdisciplinary teams function. In our description of five processes of teamwork, we have sought to provide an extension of Latimer’s model of team-based palliative care, which has important implications for both practice and policy.

**Implications for practice**

First, these five processes of team practice afford a relatively unique glimpse into the complex and problematic terrain of interdisciplinary teams. As our study demonstrates, the capacity of team-based forms of practice to produce positive outcomes for patients and families is not immediately apparent. We observed practices that did coincide with emerging criteria for interdisciplinary practice, such as maintaining a focus on the person who is the recipient of care rather than on long-standing interdisciplinary rivalries, and on ensuring that teams have effective leadership. At the same time, we observed many instances where members of teams consistently remained silent during team meetings, apparently unable to bring the voice of their professional perspective to the table to contribute to the discussion. We also observed numerous occasions where, as we noted in the section on Teaching, the implications of differences between professional perspectives was not taken further than the stating of the difference. The implications of differences in perspectives in relation to the quality of patient care did not occur in any consistent manner. Thus, while there are clear political interests in advancing interdisciplinary care as a preferred form of practice to improve population health, improve access to care, and improve the efficiency and effective employment of health human resources, our field study demonstrates that these outcomes will not automatically occur simply because teams exist. Additional effort appears to be necessary in order to obtain the proposed advantages of team practice.

The second reason why the description offered here is important is because we have provided empirical insight into the processes of interdisciplinary teams. Although numerous conceptual models on teams exist, such as the Latimer model, to date there is little research that looks at those models in the context of real care delivery. A key message is that conceptual models must be viewed in the specific contexts where health care delivery takes place. The five additional processes of interdisciplinary team practice identified in this paper offer empirical insight to enhance the study of team practices and team practice models in different settings.

**Implications for policy**

The findings from this paper have implications for the design of policy and information and communication technologies to support interdisciplinary teams. A policy implication is the extent that teaching takes place within teams. Teaching was seen to be a valuable process in team-based care, but the extent of teaching is influenced by human resource issues. For example, in example 11, a medical oncologist provides a description of “chemo brain” in a teaching moment. There were other teaching moments provided by the medical oncologist, and despite the fact the patients being discussed were not his patients directly, he was still a valuable contributor to the team meetings. However, the medical oncologist was not able to attend all team meetings because the team meetings conflicted with his patient schedule. Furthermore, the team
meetings were not part of his fee schedule and thus he could not bill to attend the meetings. Other studies have similarly pointed to funding issues as barriers to teamwork. Dedicated funding and fee payments for interdisciplinary team meetings would make it easier for team members to attend meetings and would support tasks such as team teaching.

Directions for future research
A common issue experienced by both teams we studied was poor access to data. In complex interdisciplinary care, such as palliative care, the access and sharing of data can be problematic because there are often multiple care providers and settings. The patient’s medical records, which are largely paper-based, may be transferred across different settings and updated frequently within those different settings. As shown in processes 2 and 5, mediation safety was an issue because teams sometimes did not have access to requisite data to ensure safe care delivery. In other instances, there was information available but that was not known to team members, an example being the pharmaceutical database described in subprocess 1A.

In contemplating the next phase in this research process, our developing argument is that training modules designed to enhance high-quality team functioning in palliative care need to include opportunities for interdisciplinary teams to reflect upon their current practices in relation to these themes and processes. If team practice has not developed explicit strategies in relation to these themes, then strategies should be developed to enhance team functioning and, as a result, the quality of patient outcomes.

A shortcoming of this paper is that it was based on palliative care teams in two settings. Additional team processes, subprocesses, and contextual considerations may emerge in other settings. Future research will involve developing explicit practice strategies for interdisciplinary teams that will extend the model of palliative care espoused by Latimer. Such strategies will help us move towards common approaches for the design and evaluation of interdisciplinary teams.

Conclusion
The descriptions of interdisciplinary practice presented here mark an important step in the process of developing and extending models for interdisciplinary team practice that rely not only on conceptual frames that offer moral direction for practice, but also on empirical support for practitioners interested in improving the care they deliver to their patients in periods of transition during illness.
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